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A GENUINE GLOBETROTTER
Missouri Fox Trotting Horses are walking with their front legs while trotting with the hind legs and
over distance and rocky terrain even beat Arabs. Now this breed is supposed to be recognized by the
FN (deutsche reiterliche Vereinigung-German riding association)

By Cathrin Floesser
They are sure footed in open country like a Jeep – Missouri Fox Trotter is quick in climbing
every rocky slope and gallops across stick and stone. This ability cannot match towards any
other breed. “Only mules can beat Fox Trotter in mountainous terrain” says Lothar Rowe,
who is breeding Fox Trotter in the US State of Arizona. “But not in parts of being sure footed,
it is because they require less grain, hay and water. On distance riding, over 100 miles, Fox
Trotters constantly win against Arabs, if the terrain is uneven. “In flat country, being sure
footed does not have any advantage” says Rowe.
Fox Trotter exists in the US since more than 150 years. Early settlers in the Ozark Mountains
of Missouri and Arkansas bred this breed, which they needed for the rough and pathless
country. In 1821 the first settlers crossed the Mississippi and settled in the Ozarks. They came
from Tennessee, Kentucky or Virginia and brought their riding horses with them. They were
Arabs, Morgan’s, English Full bloods, Saddlebreeds, Quarter Horses and Tennessee Walker.
They selected horses with a so called broken gait, because those animals could cope with
steep terrain. With them they could travel long distances in comfort. “A Fox Trotter has a
natural ability for a broken gait- to a 4-beat” explained Rowe.
The rider hardly feels any quake during the Fox Trot.
They are footing very flat, during Fox Trot they always have two legs on the ground and the
rider hardly feels any bouncing. Simply said, during Fox Trot the horse walks with the front
legs and trots with the hind legs. (See box page 53) Therefore the Fox Trotter quickly became
the popular horse in the Ozark Mountains. With them the settlers could cover 12 to 16
kilometers per hour, in exceptional cases even 25 kilometers per hour. “Fox Trotter became
the definition for all horses with this gait no matter from which breed they were bred”
explains Lothar Rowe. One knows not much about the early Fox Trotter because until 1948
neither Association nor a studbook existed. The old breeders selected their horses not
according to color or exterior but only according to the broken trot. “In the US breeding was
never done so systematically as in Germany” says the Fox Trotter expert Lothar Rowe. “The
good horses exist in the US, but one has to find them.”
All those, who had to travel long distances before motorization, used Fox Trotter: country
doctors, sheriffs, tax officers and cattle breeders. Some of them did not even trade in their
animals for cars after motorization. In the 1960ths the rangers of the National Forests
discovered the advantages of this breed. Since the year 1948 the “Missouri Fox Trotting
Horse Breed Association” (MFTHBA) existed, which founded in Ava, Missouri. Already in
the middle of the 1950ths some horses were brought to England. Apparently they were 12
Palominos, who the Queen ordered to fly in.
“In Germany this breed was totally unknown until 1990” said Lothar Rowe, who discovered
the Fox Trotter in the USA almost by coincidence. “We immigrated 1989 to Arizona and
actually wanted to buy a Quarter Horse” he said. At the ranch they asked what I wanted to use
the horse for. “Riding in the mountains” answered the German, and then the Foxtrotter was
laid onto his heart. “They are also better for ranch work because, they have more endurance
and comfortable than Quarter Horses” believes Rowe. Because of the comfort in the saddle,
these gaited horses are also called the Cowboy Rolls Royce. Today about 55 horses reside at
Lothar Rowe’s Ranch; he is selling them in the USA and in Europe.
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Fox Trotter also shine with cattle work
The breeder sees the use of a Fox Trotter from a pragmatic view point: “If I want to compete
ahead in Cutting- and Reining-I buy a Quarter Horse, if I want to ride dressage and jumping-I
buy a German Warm blood, if I want to ride Baroque-I buy a Spanish horse. But if I want to
ride Versatility or long distances in difficult terrain with comfort and speed, then, from my
point of view there is only one horse: the Fox Trotter.

For the first time in Germany Fox Trotter appeared in 1992 at the Berlin fair-Hippologica.
One year later in 1993 at the Equitana in Essen. Since the Equitana the population increased
especially in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. More isolated Fox Trotter can also be found
in the Czech Republic, France, Spain Italy, Denmark and Norway. With 600 horses all over
Europe the Fox Trotter is still considered an exotic horse although this breed becomes more
and more popular amongst pleasure riders. All over the world around 60.000 Fox Trotter
exists. For comparison: there are 3.1mill. Quarter Horses registered worldwide, approximately
30.000 of them live in Germany.
German Fox Trotter breeders had to refresh their blood constantly through imports from the
USA. A big part of the Fox Trotters in Germany came from the Miller-Ranch in Arizona.
They send their horses with a trailer to Houston, Texas and fly them from there to Germany
via Amsterdam. There for the buyer has to calculate expenses from 5.000 – 5.500 Euro, which
not only include the airfreight but also transportation to and from the airport as well as
expenses for the quarantine.

Who likes to import a gelding, one has to pay an import luxury tax, which is currently 18%
onto the buying price. The reason therefore is that actually horses should be migrating as
breeding stock from one to the other country.
“Therefore most Europeans import a pregnant mare and try to recover the high costs for the
import by selling the foals” Lothar Rowe tells us. Meantime there are not only imported
horses available.
The “German Missouri Fox Trotter Association” (DMFTA) was founded 1992 in
Loehne/Brandenburg. Their first European Championship was held in 1996 in Germany. In
2004 the DMFTA e.V. was changed over to the EMFTHA e.V. (European Missouri Fox
Trotting Horse Association e.V.) In 2010 the EMFTHA opened the stud book.
Fox Trotter shows are held similar to Western Shows. But in addition to Horsemanship,
Reining, Halter- and Versatility competition they also offer Performance classes, like whose
other gaited horse breeds. There the Fox Trotter shows off their special gaits, Flat Foot Walk
and Fox Trot as well as Show Canter. During Speed Fox Trot the fastest horse is the winner.
If one is breaking the gait he will be disqualified. As with all gaited horse breeds, the question
is raised, how to handle gait manipulations with weights. Wild videos can be seen on the
Internet especially from American Shows of the Tennessee Walker and American
Saddlebreds. They are showing uptight horses with artificial leg actions.
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Manipulation with weights is prohibited in Europe.
Rowe knows “Unfortunately like with the other show breeds in the USA there are also
tendencies within the Fox Trotter”. The European rule book for competitions makes
manipulation during competition impossible. Weights for legs are prohibited. The horses are
permitted to have horseshoes, which must not exceed 900 gram for a pair. “Both legs must
carry the same weight” says Lothar Rowe. However there are also excesses within the Fox
Trotter. Just during the last World Championship 2010 in Ava the judges put a horse in the
first place, which was completely uptight, had an excessive head shake, did not show a clean
beat and on top was shown by a rider with an impossible posture. Furthermore many breeders
are fighting not to allow 2-year old horses in shows anymore.
Rowe promises: “We are in the process to take action against it”. Almost 2/3 of the American
Association is supporting us. The European rule book allows classes starting with 4-year olds.
To improve the breed further, the next big step will be the recognition of the European
Association by the FN. (see interview on page 51). Only stallions should be allowed breeding
if their interior and exterior is immaculate.
Some years ago, to avoid the high freight and import costs from the USA, Austrian breeder
crossbred Fox Trotters with Standard breed Trotters, Saddlebreds or Icelandics. But since a
breeding concept was missing the result was sometimes more and sometimes less positive.
Most of the horses, who even got Austrian papers, had a broken gait and sometimes a kind of
Toelt, but neither a clean Fox Trot or Flat Foot Walk. Therefore Lothar Rowe recommends to
everybody interested in a Missouri Fox Trotter to contact the Association.
“The Americans breed without system”
Manuela Nitz from Luckau/Brandenburg is breeding Fox Trotter and pleads for allowing only
first class horses into the breed.
Why do we need Missouri Fox Trotter in Germany?
Simply are the most comfortable and human related horses. If you would have asked me three
years ago I would not have guessed becoming such a great fan. I started, like most, out of the
classic riding style and owned Warm bloods, Arabs and Frisian. But I did not want to ride
another breed after I became acquainted with the Fox Trotter as a comfortable, agile and
easy to handle horse. One can ride a Fox Trotter for 5 hours in comfort and fast pace as well.
What can be reached, in the future, through the breed Association, EMFTHA
we would like a stud book, which is recognized by the FN. There is a dilemma in the USA:
They have some very good horses but at the same time many Fox Trotters, which are bred
nonsensically and also without consultation; we have in Germany for that the State owned
stables. We cannot forget that Germany has an excellent breeding system. Hardly anybody
works so systematically in the USA. Our goal is to breed only a quality horses and improve
the breed system continuously. In cooperation with the
Free University in Berlin we will start a stud book similar to the breed qualifying test
regulated by the FN. Breed horses are x-rayed at the FU Berlin, leg position tested, seed of
the stallion analyzed, young mares tested for breed suitability. Only horses should be in the
breed, which are clear in their head, have a correct exterior and also show success.
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THE MISSOURI FOX TROTTER GAIT
Fox Trot: A gait in a diagonal 4-beat. Fox Trot is spacious and appears as if the horse walks
with the front legs and trots with the hind legs. The front legs should not show strong action,
also any knee action. The hind legs step into or even over the tracks of the front legs. The
horse trots straight. The head should be lightly elevated and follow the rhythmic moves of the
hind legs. Fox Trot is not dynamic as and a little bit more uncomfortable than Toelt (Single
Foot).
Flat Foot Walk: this gait is demanded walking gait in all competitions unless announced
otherwise. It is a flat 4-beat gait with lateral foot placement. The track of the hind legs should
pass over the track of the front legs. Flat Foot Walk differs distinctly from the Fox Trot. The
horse’s head is showing the typical rhythmic up and down movement stronger than with the
Fox Trot.
Show Canter: This will be demanded in all Performance Competitions. The Show Canter is a
broken
3-beat gait. This gait should be shown in collection. The horse goes slowly, composed and
easy on the hand of the rider. It is important to show an inside gallop rather than a cross
gallop. Caused by the rocking movement the saddle is moving softly without any hard
movement. The head reaches the highest point when the outside hind leg sets. The head is
reaching the lowest point when the inner front leg sets. The correct Canter is not faster than a
Flat Foot Walk.
Canter/Lope: Is a composed 3-beat gallop. The definition Canter and Lope is exchangeable in
the Versatility. Lope is used more in the Western Classes, Canter more for English Classes.
The steps are long and spacious. The Lope of a Versatility horse shows a rhythmic and
slightly rolling 3-beat movement. The lope is not a fast gait, the horse should gallop relaxed.
What is not wanted is a 4-beat gallop, excessive speed or excessive pumping with the rein.
Each horse should be able to show a lope.

